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Appendix B

HPN implementation issues

B.1 A simple implementation of a deterministic

and serial left corner parser for HPN

As explained in section 5.3.1, HPN implements a left corner parsing (LCP) strat-
egy to search for a syntactic analysis of a sentence. The HPN implementation of
a serial LC parser deviates in some minor details from the standard symbolic im-
plementation of a LC parser (see also section 3.1.3). While as usual a derivation
of a sentence involves shift, attach and project operations, in the description of
the parse process I have tried to consistently use the terminology of HPN.

Table B.1 includes pseudo-code for a simple deterministic and serial HPN
left corner parser. The Main method calls the bottomUpProcess method, which
starts a derivation by shifting to an input unit corresponding to the first word
of the sentence, and projects it to a compressor node. Most of the work is done
in two methods: the bottomUpProcess method, in which the shift, attach and
project operations are included, and the topDownProcess method, in which an
HPN production (of a compressor node) iterates through its goal slots (top-down
prediction). In the bottomUpProcess a partial parse structure is projected up-
ward from a word to the left slot of a compressor node, and eventually has to
attach to a free non-left slot of a compressor node. If there is no match between
the projected structure and a free slot the parser has to backtrack: it returns
the call and attempts a projection to a different compressor node. The timestep

(i.e., the word position) and a pointer to nodes that are bound to the slots must
be passed between the methods. The latter is implicitly handled by the Java call
stack (local node memories are assumed). The timestep variable corresponds
to the index number of a node state, as will be explained in section 5.3.2. The
timestep is incremented by 1 upon shift, and propagated through the bind-
ings. In the pseudo-code bottomupTopVector denotes the vector representation
of the root of a compressor node or input node that is derived bottom-up, and
activeSlotVector denotes the vector of the first free slot of a compressor node.
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method Main

bottomUpProcess(timestep, null, null)

method bottomUpProcess(timestep, activeSlotVector, completedCompressorNode)

% left corner is either the root of compressorNode or next word in the sentence

if (completedCompressorNode exists)

bottomupTopVector= completedCompressorNode

else % shift: set bottomupTopVector to the input node representation

% corresponding to the next word

timestep = timestep +1

bottomupTopVector = inputNodes(wordsOfSentence(timestep))

% attach: match input with open slot from active production

if (activeSlotVector exists)

if (innerProduct(bottomupTopVector, activeSlotVector)>0)
return (match, timestep)

% project: loop over all compressor nodes; try to match bottomupTopVector to

% the left slot of any of the compressor nodes

for (each compressorNode in compressorNodes)

if (innerProduct(bottomupTopVector, leftSlotOfCompressorNode)>0)
match = compressorNode.topDownProcess(timestep, activeSlotVector)

if (match) return (match, timestep)

% failure

return (failure, timestep)

method compressorNode.topDownProcess(timestep, goalSlot)

% loop over non-left slots of the current compressor node

for (activeSlotVector = second slot, ..., last slot)

match = bottomUpProcess(timestep, activeSlotVector, null)

% (there can be a match if either the next word in the sentence matches directly

% to the activeSlot, or a projected compressorNode matches the activeSlot)

if (match) return (match, timestep)

end for % production complete

% goalReachedCheck

if (goalSlot exists)

if (innerProduct(this.RootVector, goalslot)>0) return (match, timestep)

else % call from Main: check whether all words of the sentence have been processed

if (timestep==sentence.size()) return (match, timestep)

% no match with goalSlot, and no end of sentence, then

% try projecting up from the current compressor node (left-branching)

match = bottomUpProcess(timestep, goalSlot, this.RootVector)

if (match) return (match, timestep)

else return (failure, timestep)

Table B.1: Pseudocode for a deterministic and serial left corner parser algorithm
in HPN
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B.2 Conversion procedure from (P)CFG to

(P)HPN

In section 5.2 I argued that context free grammars are subsumed in the HPN for-
malism. To prove this, in this section I will sketch a conversion procedure from
a CFG grammar to an HPN representation, such that those and only those sen-
tences that are successfully parsed by the CFG grammar are successfully parsed
by the HPN grammar. For convenience, the nodes and slots are represented
as vectors with respect to an orthogonal basis of slots. One can then compute
the match between a firing node and a slot as the inner product between their
representations (if the inner product equals 0 then there is no match).

S → NP VP (1.0)
NP → PropN (0.2) ‖ N (0.5) ‖ N RC (0.3)
VP → VI (0.4) ‖ VT NP (0.6)
RC → WHO NP VT (0.1) ‖ WHO VP (0.9)
VI → walks (0.5) ‖ lives (0.5)
VT → chases (0.8) ‖ feeds (0.2)
N → boy (0.6) ‖ girl (0.4)
PropN → John (0.5) ‖ Mary (0.5)
WHO → who (1.0)

Table B.2: Toy probabilistic context-free grammar with relative clauses (Adapted
from [Elman, 1991]). Probabilities are indicated in brackets.

1. Create a separate HPN production for every non-unary rule expansion, and
assign unique and orthogonal representations to its slots. (For example,
S → (1000000000) (0100000000)). The representation of the compressor
nodes will be determined later.

2. For every non-unary production in the CFG, change the representations
of all non-terminals occurring on its right hand side by adding the slot
vectors (as assigned in step 1) with which they are associated (using vector
addition);

3. For every unary production in the CFG, copy or add the representation
of the non-terminal on the left hand side to the representation of the non-
terminal or terminal on the right hand side (do this recursively).

4. Assign the appropriate non-terminal representation to the roots of HPN
productions, and create input nodes using the representations computed in
step 3. Discard all unary productions, and unused non-terminals.

The conversion procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.4 (using informal notation, and
with unary productions added for clarity), for the CFG grammar with recursive
relative clauses given in Table B.2.

One can easily check that given these representations there is only one way
for HPN to parse for example the sentence boy who lives chases Mary.
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Figure B.1: Conversion procedure from CFG to HPN. The slot indices reflect
their only non-zero component.

It is easy to modify the conversion procedure such that it converts a prob-
abilistic context free grammar (PCFG) into a probabilistic version of HPN. To
do so, during the construction of node representations (step 2 and 3) one must
multiply the representation of the left hand side by the probability of their re-
spective expansion in the PCFG. The inner product between a node and a slot
representation now gives the probability of their binding, and the product of the
probabilities of all bindings involved in an HPN derivation gives the HPN parse
probability. Table B.3 gives the ‘probabilistic’ node representations (assuming

Compressor nodes
X2 (NP) (.3 0 0 0 0 .3 0 .3 0 0 0)
X3 (VP) (0 .6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .6)
X4 (RC) (0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
X5 (RC) (0 0 0 .9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)
Input nodes
John = Mary = (.1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 .1 0 0 0)
lives = walks = (0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 .5 0 0)
boy = (.3 0 0 .6 0 .3 0 .3 0 0 0); girl = (.2 0 0 .4 0 .2 0 .2 0 0 0)
chases = (0 0 0 0 .8 0 0 0 .8 0 0); feeds = (0 0 0 0 .2 0 0 0 .2 0 0)
who = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0)

Table B.3: Node representations for probabilistic HPN.

the HPN productions of Figure B.1). It can be shown that, using this conversion
procedure, for any parse of a sentence generated by the artificial PCFG grammar
there exists a parse by the corresponding HPN grammar with the same branching
structure and the same probability as assigned by the PCFG.




